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From an essay by Jerry Cullum, senior editor of Art Papers:
… these paintings are successful in creating a visual
dialogue or conversation among their individual
elements, or what conventional aesthetic theory would
call complex composition; this vital balance and tension
takes place within a richly layered encaustic surface that
takes full advantage of how the colored wax is laid down
in layers.
Rochat builds a sense of sumptuous depth into her work
through the gradual addition of images and textures to
an initially stark and stripped-down groundwork.
Stain-like semi-transparency comes into the picture here,
and lends a sense of something far more deeply
interfused (to borrow Wordsworth’s familiar description
of intuitive emotional resonance) to the viewer’s reflective
meditations. But the meditations wouldn’t be possible if
the paintings didn’t succeed so fully as physical objects.

Excerpts from a Review by art critic Fred Koeppel,
Febuary 22, 2008:
The universe of Rochat's work is one of flux and flow; the
paintings resemble charts that might approximate the
famous "uncertainty principle" or a slide seen under a
microscope of active yet invisible and incomprehensible
life-forms…
This work is abstract, but not arbitrary. The encaustic
medium does not countenance accidents, and Rochat's
marks and swirls, her conjunctions of swathes and lines
of color convey an attention to detail worthy of a
goldsmith…Rochat's work is sophisticated and confident,
filled with tension and inner contradiction…
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